SHADE STRUCTURES, AWNINGS AND CANOPIES, HURRICANE PROTECTION AND GARDEN CENTERS
COMPANY PROFILE

Hendee Enterprises, Inc. was established in 1965 and has over 40 years of experience in manufacturing and installing fabric shade structures and associated aluminum and steel frame systems. Our diverse client base includes major retail chains, national accounts, playground manufacturers, governmental agencies, architectural firms, construction companies and a large base of small to mid-size companies throughout the United States and abroad.

Our standard and custom shade products range from a simple four post shade structure to large tensile structures to cover sporting and aquatic facilities. In addition, to these overhead shade solutions we also offer additional shade products which include skylight covers, awnings, canopies and windscreen. Hendee also has a full line of Force 12 Hurricane Protection products which are a fabric wind abatement system. The Force 12 product meets Florida Building Code and Texas Department of Insurance Approval and in some instances it also meets Miami-Dade Building Code Requirements.

Our Design and Engineering Teams, along with our Certified Welders and Project Managers can take your project from concept to completion with our complete turnkey services. There is no project too big or too small for Hendee to handle and we are ready to accept the challenge.
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Hendee's GroZone Structures can be used as a temporary or permanent structure. These sturdy structures are for both commercial and residential use of protecting your products from the harsh UV rays of the sun and made for easy installation.

GROZONE CANOPY MODULE

**Fabric Material:** Enduro® Mesh or Solid Vinyl
**Structure Material:** Galvanized Steel Structure
**Uses:** Farms, Plant Nurseries, Retail & Hardware Garden Centers, and Residential Shade Needs

GROZONE FLAT SHADE MODULE

**Fabric Material:** Enduro® Mesh
**Structure Material:** Galvanized Steel Structure
**Uses:** Farms, Plant Nurseries, Retail & Hardware Garden Centers, and Residential Shade Needs
Hendee’s Custom Truss & Retractable Structures are permanent structures custom produced per site specific requests. These sturdy structures are used for commercial use of protecting your products from the harsh UV rays of the sun.

TRI TRUSS STRUCTURE
Fabric Material: Enduro® Mesh
Structure Material: Aluminum Trusses (Frame)
Uses: Plant Nurseries, Retail and Hardware Store Garden Centers

WARREN TRUSS STRUCTURE
Fabric Material: Enduro® Mesh
Structure Material: Aluminum Trusses (Frame)
Uses: Plant Nurseries, Retail and Hardware Store Garden Centers

RETRACTABLE STRUCTURE
Fabric Material: Enduro® Mesh
Structure Material: Galvanized Steel Structure
Uses: Farms, Plant Nurseries, Retail & Hardware Garden Centers, and Residential Shade Needs
HENDEE L-SERIES

These lightweight shade structures are great for your backyard, driveway or patio area. The HDPE shade cloth used on the structure covers are great for protecting against dangerous heat and UV rays. Although, the structures are targeted for residential use they are strong enough to be utilized for small commercial applications as well.

Structure Type: Lightweight: Hip & Ridge and Pyramids
Fabric Material: HDPE (Shade Cloth)
Structure Material: Steel
Wind Rating: Up to 40 MPH wind load (unrated)
Uses: Patios, Pools, Carports, and Detail Shops
SHADE SAIL & TENSION STRUCTURES

SHADE SAIL STRUCTURES
Shade sails come in all shapes and sizes and can be customized to suit almost any application. Shade Sails can be arranged into a variety of configurations that can be designed in both triangle and square shapes.

Fabric Material: PVC (Waterproof) and HDPE (Shade Cloth)
Structure Material: Steel
Wind Rating: Designed for local building code requirements
Uses: Restaurants, Schools, Amphitheater, Patios, Pool Area

*Cover(s) should be removed during the snow season and in hurricane rated conditions

TENSION STRUCTURES
Tensile structures are architecturally designed and engineered tension structures that can be used in multiple commercial applications. Tension structures add an innovative look and competitive edge to any location. Imagination are the only limit when it comes to designing these structures using fabrics such as PVC and HDPE.

Fabric Material: PVC (Waterproof) and HDPE (Shade Cloth)
Structure Material: Steel
Wind Rating: Designed for local building code requirements
Uses: Commercial Walkways, Schools, Amusement Parks
CANTILEVER STRUCTURES

ARCHED CANTILEVER STRUCTURE
This unique architectural design provides the ability to have extra maneuverability and flexibility with different applications. A cantilever structure is great for auto dealerships, bleacher covers, pools areas and any other application that needs to minimize the number of columns.

Fabric Material: HDPE (Shade Cloth) and PVC (Waterproof)
Structure Material: Steel
Wind Rating: Designed for local building code requirements
Uses: Parking, Auto Dealerships, Carwashes, Bleacher Covers

FULL CANTILEVER STRUCTURE
The hip & ridge design provides the ability to have extra maneuverability and flexibility for different applications in a more cost affective manner than the arched cantilever. A cantilever structure is great for auto dealerships, bleacher covers, pools areas and any other application that needs to minimize the number of columns.

Fabric Material: PVC (Waterproof) and HDPE (Shade Cloth)
Structure Material: Steel
Wind Rating: Designed for local building code requirements
Uses: Parking, Schools, Car Washes, Bleacher Covers
STANDARD SHADE STRUCTURES

HIP & RIDGE AND PYRAMID STRUCTURES
A four (4) post freestanding shade structure that helps protect individuals from dangerous heat and UV ray exposure. These structures assist in keeping the longevity of whatever it is protecting.

Fabric Material: HDPE (Shade Cloth) and PVC (Waterproof)
Structure Material: Steel
Wind Rating: Designed for local building code requirements
Uses: Schools, Parks and Recreation Facilities, Backyards

SINGLE POST UMBRELLAS
These robust umbrellas are available in both square and rectangle shapes and can add shade to areas without the constraints of multiple columns. These umbrellas come in a variety of sizes that add visible appeal to areas like outdoor patios and pools.

Fabric Material: HDPE (Shade Cloth) and PVC (Waterproof)
Structure Material: Steel
Wind Rating: Designed for local building code requirements
Uses: Patio, Pools, Grocery Stores, Bus Stops, Restaurants
CUSTOM STRUCTURES

Hendee Enterprises specializes in creating exceptional products and structures that protect you from the harsh elements of the environment. We offer a broad spectrum of products for sun, rain, wind and hurricane protection that we have developed through years of research, study, and careful design.
SUNVEIL COLOR OPTIONS

HDPE Shadecloth Colors

- Aquatic Blue
- Natural
- Ochre
- Cherry Red
- Steel Grey
- Brunswick Green
- Desert Sand

PVC Fabric Colors

- White
- Champagne
- Dark Red
- Light Grey
- Brown
- Tennis Green

Steel Powder Coat Colors

- Window Grey
- Evergreen
- Safety Yellow
- Blue Streak
- Red Baron
- Camel
- Brown
- Sky White
HURRICANE PROTECTION

Our Force 12 Hurricane Protection products are manufactured using 100% polypropylene material, which is commonly used in the construction of trampolines so it is designed to withstand constant impact and absorb the shock of impacts. We truly have “A Solution for Every Opening” and offer our product in (2) options referenced below.

SERIES 100 DIAMOND SCREEN
The Series 100 Diamond Screen product is the perfect solution for covering windows and doors. This product is a grommet screen which replaces the need to use heavy plywood or metal shutters. Unlike other hurricane protection products, the Diamond Screen product is translucent, lightweight and easy to install. There is an optional emergency egress system, in the form of a “zipper” which allows you to escape in case of an emergency.

Fabric Material: 100% Polypropylene Fabric
Installation Hardware: Male or Female Panel Mates (see hardware chart, hardware is not furnished by Hendee)
Wind Rating: Meets Florida Building Code & Texas Department of Insurance Requirements
Uses: Windows, Doors, Patio Sliders, Odd Shaped Openings, Arched Windows – Commercial and Residential Applications

SERIES 500 STRAP & BUCKLE SCREEN
The Series 500 Strap and Buckle product is used to cover larger spans such as patios, lanais, balconies and garage doors. The screen can be attached as a direct mount option or with our patented C-Track system. This option allows for an offset from the glass to prevent the windows from breaking in case of direct impact of flying debris. An emergency egress system is also available as an additional feature on this screen.

Fabric Material: 100% Polypropylene Fabric
Installation Hardware: Patented C-Track and ½” Stainless Steel Hardware
Wind Rating: Meets Florida Building Code, Texas Department of Insurance and Miami-Dade Requirements (see engineering sheets for installation requirements)
Uses: Patios, Balconies, Lanais, Large Entryways, Garage Doors, Patio Doors – Commercial and Residential Applications

Please Note: The hardware is permanently installed during the initial installation process and in the event of an emergency you can easily deploy your screens and secure them in place.
ENDURO® SKYLIGHT COVERS
& TARPS

ENDURO® SKYLIGHT COVERS
Enduro® Skylight Covers reduces the amount of UV rays (solar heat) that enters a room through the skylight. This easy to install product is made for both residential and commercial application.

Fabric Material: Enduro® Mesh 80%
Fabric Colors: Silver, Spice Sand, Black
Uses: Skylights on Commercial Buildings and Residential

ENDURO® TRUCK TARP
Enduro® Truck Tarps reduce the amount of debris that may flow in or out of your vehicle. This easy to install product is made for both residential and commercial applications and is made with our Mighty Mesh Fabric. The mighty mesh fabric is a highly wear resistant, multi colored durable PVC coated polyester fabric.

Fabric Material: Enduro® Mighty Mesh
Fabric Colors: multi-colored (color may vary)
Uses: Residential or Commercial Vehicles

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Fabric Material: Enduro® Truck Tarps
Fabric: 80% Mighty Mesh
Color: Multi Color (color may vary)
Size: 12’x24’, 12’x26’
Part #: 43059, 43060
**WINDSCREEN**

High quality vinyl coated polyester fabric used for privacy screens and fence protection. The ability to add logos for advertisement is an added bonus.

**Fabric Material:** 63% and 80% Enduro® Shade Mesh  
**Uses:** Tennis Courts, Baseball Fields, Athletic Complexes, Construction Sites, Garden Center Fencing

---

**FENCE CAP**

The top railing of exposed chain link fences pose a safety issue at many recreational and sporting facilities. Installing fence caps at your athletic facility or other venue will provide peace of mind and protection for both the athletes, as well as the spectators.

**Fabric Material:** Polypropylene Cap with Plastic Tie Wraps  
**Color:** Red, Blue, Yellow, Green  
**Uses:** Protection from Sharp Fence Edges
POLE PADS

Uses: Pole pads reduce the risk from impact with the pole.
Colors: Blue, Red, Yellow and Green

BUNGIE BALLS
SIZE: 8"
Uses: Installation of Shade Cloth and Windscreen
Colors: Black
Part #: 42242
Quantities of 100

LACE CORD
SIZE: 1/8"
Uses: Installation of Shade Cloth and Windscreen
Colors: Black
Part #: 44022
Quantities of 1000 ft (on each spool)

SPRINGS
(STAINLESS STEEL)
SIZE: 1"
Uses: Installation of Shade Cloth
Colors: Stainless Steel
Part #: 51006-SSp
Quantities of 25

TIE WRAPS
SIZE: 7-1/2"
Uses: Installation of Windscreen
Colors: Black
Part #: 44030
Quantities of 500